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L'Ane: le magazine freudien is interested in social symptoms, forms of political discourse, the ideologies of social improvement, mental health 
and pedagogy, as well as the uncontrolled discourse of science, and cinema-as-anthropology. Publishing and mathematics also have a place; there 
are interviews with government ministers and marginals alike. L'Ane serves as a "mini" mass-media outlet for writings reputed to be too difficult 
for discussion. It is a magazine of current affairs worth collecting. Annual airmail subscription rate for four issues in the USA and Canada: 
230FF. 
 
Ornicar? Established in 1975 at the Department of Psychoanalysis of the University of Paris VIII, this Review of the Freudian Field is the main 
organ of diffusion for Lacan's teaching. Ornicar? appears quarterly and, barring exceptions, each number begins with a text by Jacques Lacan. It 
combines Freudian studies, theoretical papers, clinical cases, and so on. Apart from these areas, and the "Reading Room" section, the "Analyst/s 
Gallery" presents in every number a profile of one of the leading psychoanalysts of our time. Annual airmail subscription rate for four issues in 
the USA and Canada: 325 FF. 
 
These journals appear in French. For anyone interested in subscribing, inquiries should be sent to Navarin Editeur, 31, rue de Navarin, 75009 
Paris, France. Telephone 878.05-65. 
 
One may address the same Editeur (Navarin) to request information 
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on books currently published in French. Here is a list of a few titles that have recently appeared. 
 
Le contre-transfert by P. Heiman, M. Little, L.  
Tower and A. Reich  75FF 
Aspects du malaise dans la civilisation by S. Leclaire, J.  
A Miller, G. Lanteri-Laura, M. Pleynet, et al. 90FF 
Joyce avec Lacan, directed by Jacques Aubert  
(with several textsby Lacan)     90FF 
Demain la psychanalyse by Michel Silvestre 98FF 
L'argent et la psychanalyse by Pierre Martin 68FF 
Klossowski by Anne-Marie Lugan-Dardigna 73FF 
Dieu est inconscient by Francois Regnault 58FF 
La querelle des diagnostics (collective) 64FF 
Entretien sur le Seminaire de Lacan J.-A. Miller 26FF 
Perspectives psychanalytiques sur la politique (collective) 30FF 
Le Champ freudien dans le monde Judith Miller et alii 33FF 
L'enfant dans t'adulte (Cereda) 44FF 
LACAN, an introduction to the reading of his work  
(collectivedirected by Gerard Miller to appear in  
Editions Bordas).  50FF 
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